SESSIONS SCHEDULE

THURSDAY OCTOBER 20, 2016
SESSION 1, 11:00

ECOLOGY AS PANACEA?
CHAIR: MATTIAS QVISTRÖM
WHERE/ SAL 107
ELISA BALDIN: ECOLOGICAL APPROACH IN REGENERATIVE DESIGN.
KATHERINE E. BENNETT: HYPERNATURES OF THE URBAN REAL.
NATALIE GULSRUD, HENRIETTE STEINER: ECOLOGICAL SUBTRACTION:
URBAN RENATURING AND ENVIRONMENTAL GENTRIFICATION ON THE
HIGHLINE.

THE AESTHETICS AS PEJORATIVE?
CHAIR: WOLFRAM HÖFER
WHERE/ SUNNAN
BARBARA PREZELJ, HEIDI SOHN: TOWARDS AN AESTHETICS OF
AFFECT FOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE/URBANISM.
MADS FARSO: FILMING FOR MONUMENTAL: MOMENTS THE ROLE OF
FILM IN UNDERSTANDING CONTEMPORARY LANDSCAPE AESTHETICS.
ROSALEA MONACELLA, CRAIG DOUGLAS: THE DIAGRAM OF THE
THICKENED GROUND: THE DIAGRAM AND IT'S MATERIAL AGENCY WITHIN
THE DISCOURSE OF LANDSCAPE URBANISM

CONTEXTUAL BIAS OR ENRICHMENT FROM CONTEXT?
CHAIR: JEANNETTE SORDI
WHERE/ VÄSTAN
OFER MANOR: TERRA SANCTA FLUXUS*: LANDSCAPE URBANISM AND
RECENT URBAN DESIGN PRACTICE IN JERUSALEM.
MATTHEW POOT: BLUE GOLD: INFRASTRUCTURE & CLIMATE CHANGE
IN THE SAHE
WILDCARDS!
CHAIR: BJÖRN MALBERT
WHERE/ SAL 106
MARTIN PROMINSKI: BEYOND EITHERORISM.
ED WALL: INCOMPLETE CARTOGRAPHIES; UNFINISHED LANDSCAPES.
ANNE-KARINE HALVORSEN THORÉN: THE URBAN AREA AS LANDSCAPE. - ABOUT WHAT ARE WE TALKING?

LEARNING FROM PROJECTS!
CHAIR: NINA VOGEL
WHERE/ ATELJÉN
NINA PULVER: THE LANDSCAPE OF NEIGHBOURHOODS: MULTISCALAR GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING FOR RESILIENT CITIES.
SUSANNE KARN, MARKUS BICHSEL, CHRISTINE BAI, MICHAEL SCHULZE: DEVELOPMENT OF URBAN FOREST IN URBAN AND SUBURBAN AREAS OF SWITZERLAND.
GILLES HAVIK: INNOVATIVE GOVERNANCE OF URBAN GREEN SPACES.

PRACTICE ON STAGE!
CHAIR: HENRIK SCHULTZ
WHERE/ EXHIBITION
PER-JOHAN DAHL, CAROLINE DAHL, PETER PALVÉN, HANNAH MARSCHALL, GEOFF CHAN: SPLIT VISION URBANISM HONGKONG: INVESTIGATING DESIGN POTENTIALS IN POROUS URBAN SPACE THROUGH MONTAGE.
MARIA ALEXANDRESCU, CLAUDIA FORGACI, ANCA IOANA IONESCU: URBAN SCAFFOLDING: A TOPOLOGICAL DESIGN TOOL.
ANGELA RUIZ: LIQUID ISLANDS.
THURSDAY OCTOBER 20, 2016
SESSION 2, 13:30

ECOLOGY AS PANACEA?
CHAIR: MATTIAS QVISTRÖM
WHERE/ SAL 107

DANIEL DAOU: THE LIMITS OF ECOLOGY.
MOA K. CARLSSON: ECOLOGY, HEALTH AND CYBERNETIC VISIONS:
BRUNO NOTTEBOOM: LANDSCAPE URBANISMS IN BELGIUM:
DESIGN (RE-)VISITING SOCIOBIOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND ECOLOGY
(1900-2016)

THE AESTHETICS AS PEJORATIVE?
CHAIR: MADS FARSO
WHERE/ SUNNAN

WOLFRAM HOEFER: THE AESTHETICS OF SUBURBAN SECOND HAND
LANDSCAPES - CASE STUDY NEW JERSEY.
SARA FAVARGIOTTI: RECYCL-ISM: TOWARDS A CHANGE OF PARA-
DIGMS.
RITA OCCHIUTO: PRO-JET AS A LOST AESTHETICAL DIMENSION IN THE
TERRITORIAL APPROACH.

CONTEXTUAL BIAS OR ENRICHMENT FROM CONTEXT?
CHAIR: NIK LUKA
WHERE/ VÄSTAN

PETER HEMMERSAM: RECOVERING PLACE IN THE ARCTIC.
MARLEEN BUIZER: THE POLITICS AND POWER OF LANDSCAPE URBAN-
ISM.
SARA JACOBS: INFRASTRUCTURE AS ACTIVE FORM, TRACING THE NAM
THEUN 2.
LEARNING FROM PROJECTS!
CHAIR: CAROLA WINGREN

WHERE/ ATELJÉN

NILS BJÖRLING, CATHARINA DYRSSEN: URBAN ECOLOGIES AND KEY PROJECTS: INTERCONNECTED APPROACHES TO UNLOCK FRAGILE LOCAL-REGIONAL LANDSCAPES.
CHRISTOPHER GRAY: COUNTESSWELLS: A SCOTTISH LANDSCAPE URBANISM?
MAARTEN GHEYSEN, ERIK VAN DAELE: ALL CITY/ALL LAND, COLLECTIVITY AND LANDSCAPE AS DESIGN STRATEGIES.

CRITICIZING DESIGN!
CHAIR: NOEL VAN DOOREN

WHERE/ SAL 106

ANNE TIETJEN, SVAVA RIESTO: CONSTRUCTING CRITICISM: AN EXPERIMENT IN PERFORMATIVE DESIGN CRITIQUE
LISA DIEDRICH, CAROLINE DAHL: ILE DE NANTES 2000-2010: A METHOD FOR THE MEANTIME?

PRACTICE ON STAGE!
CHAIR: PER-JOHN DAHL

WHERE/ EXHIBITION

HENRIK SCHULTZ: SPATIAL VISION FOR THE CITY OF FREIBURG: GREEN STRUCTURES ARE THE BACKBONE OF THE CITY’S TRANSFORMATION.
JOHANNA WITTENMARK: LUND NORTHEAST.
MARIE-CLAUDE DUBOIS, ÖRN ERLENDSSON, SAEED EBRAHIMABADI, ANNA EKLUND, NIELS DE BRUIN: A WIND-SUN EXPOSURE ANALYSIS METHOD TO PREDICT PEDESTRIAN URBAN COMFORT AT EARLY DESIGN STAGE: REGNBÅGENSALLÉN AT LULEÅ UNIVERSITY CAMPUS IN SWEDEN
FRIDAY OCTOBER 21, 2016
SESSION 3, 8:30

CONTEXTUAL BIAS OR ENRICHMENT FROM CONTEXT?
CHAIR: INGRID SARLÖV HERLIN

WHERE/ VÄSTAN


NIK LUKA, LISA BORNSTEIN, ÁINE RYAN: REURBANISM IN MONTRÉAL AND BERLIN: TRACING THE PRACTICAL INFLUENCES OF LANDSCAPE URBANISM IN CITY-BUILDING PROJECTS.

BOSSE BERGMAN, CATHARINA DYR SSEN, NILS BJÖRLING: THE URBANISED RURAL.

WILDCARDS!
CHAIR: MADS FARSO
WHERE/ SAL 107

EBRU BINGÖL, INGE BOBBINK, ERDEM ERTEN: RETHINKING LANDSCAPE URBANISM IN STUDIO: A TUDELF T EPISODE

LEA HOLST LAURSEN, DITTE BENDIX LANNG: CAN LANDSCAPE URBANISM NOURISH URBAN DESIGN? DISCUSSION OF EXPERIENCES FROM THE URBAN DESIGN MASTER PROGRAMME AT AALBORG UNIVERSITY, DENMARK

SARA JACOBS: THE TROUBLE WITH SITE, OR APPROACHING NOVELTY POLITICALLY.

LEARNING FROM PROJECTS!
CHAIR: PETER HEMMERSAM
WHERE/ ATELJÉN

KEES LOKMAN: WHAT ABOUT URBAN METABOLISM? IMAGINING SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ECONOMY AND ECOLOGY

ELISABETH SJÖDAHL: WATER RELATED ECOSYSTEM SERVICES IN THE
SUBURBAN OSLO: HOW ARE ECOSYSTEM SERVICES USED WITHIN TODAY’S PLANNING?

SASKIA I. DE WIT: THE GARDEN AND THE LAYERED LANDSCAPE.

CRITICIZING DESIGN!
CHAIR: MARTIN PROMINSKI

WHERE/ SAL 106

MIKE FRIESEN: CONTROLLING THE URBAN REALM: SHOPPING STREETS, URBAN DESIGN, AND THE BATTLE FOR PUBLIC SPACE IN KOBMAGERGADE, COPENHAGEN

SOPHIA SCHUFF, MICHELA NOTA: SUPERKILEN: BEHIND THE HYPE

PRACTICE ON STAGE!
CHAIR: LISA DIEDRICH

WHERE/ EXHIBITION

GÖRAN LINDBERG: ALBANO: A NEW GREEN, URBAN CAMPUS IN STOCKHOLM.

OLLE LENNGREN, JOSEPHINE PHILIPSEN: ARSTABERGSPARKEN STOCKHOLM.

JOHAN PAJU: TAKLANDSKAPET: THE ROOF TOP LANDSCAPE OF SVEAVÄGEN 44